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such effect that, when he died, his inherited property and
his earned property together would be insufficient to pay
the tax due on his inherited property.   Moreover, it would
be very difficult to allow properly for changes in the value of
the inherited property when that property and property newly
created by the first heirs were mixed together.   If no allow-
ance were made, and the inherited property had fallen in
value, owing either to a general cause such as a rise in the
rate of interest, or to a cause special to the property itself, a
portion of the first inheritor's savings sufficient to make good
the depreciation in the value of his inherited property would
find itself, contrary to Rignano's intention, treated at his
death on the same footing as that property.   These difficulties
might, indeed, be met by a rule requiring all legacies to be
" settled ", in such wise that the heirs could neither spend
the principal nor, except under close restrictions, shift it from
one form of investment to another.   Rules of this kind would,
however, obstruct the free movement of capital in ways that
might prove injurious to enterprise.   Attention may, there-
fore, be directed to an ingenious alternative plan that was
suggested some years ago, apparently independently, by Mr.
Hugh Dalton and Mr. H. D. (now Sir Hubert) Henderson.   This
plan proposes that, when an estate passes at death, there
should be levied on it one death duty of the ordinary sort
and also a second death duty in respect of its next descent.
Against this second death duty, however, the State would
pay to the first heir during his lifetime an annual sum repre-
senting interest upon it, so that he would not suffer and,
until he in turn died, the State would not gain.   At his death
the State would stop paying interest, and so would hold the
principal of this second death duty free, so to speak, of mort-
gage.   This plan would dispense with the need for compulsory
settlements.   Sir Hubert Henderson suggested that the rate
charged in respect of the second death duty should depend,
not on the aggregate amount of the fortune left, as the rate
of the primary death duty would do, but, as against each
separate legatee, on the amount of the fortune accruing to
him*   This, however, is not essential to his plan.1
* Of. Henderson, Inheritance and Inequality, pp. 17-26.

